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Great Basin Biological Research Conference
14-16 October 1999
University of Nevada.

Reno

The University of Nevada, Reno will host the first Great Basin Biological
Research Conference 14-16 October 1999. The conference will feature contributed presentations and posters, keynote speakers, and roundtable discussions
related to the biological study
Sierra

Nevada ecoregions.

and management of the Great Basin and eastern

Also, several field trips have been planned.

This conference will provide an exciting opportunity to present and discuss

and to share ideas with other profesworking throughout the Great Basin and adjacent biomes. As a biogeographical region, this area possesses a varied and unique biotic landscape that
presents many management challenges and that has been used as a model system for investigating numerous ecological phenomena.
biological research in a regional context

sionals

Authors are invited to submit posters and presentations involving biological
research on the Great Basin or eastern Sierra

paper sessions include, but are not limited

to,

Nevada mountains. Topics

for

physiology, evolutionary biology,

population and community ecology, conservation biology, biogeography, biology and management of riparian areas, cellular and molecular biology, behavior,
genetics, management of Nevada's biotic resources, and paleobiology.
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Papers

be allotted

will

questions (15 minutes
•

Posters

(5'

x

6'

max.

1

2 minutes each, with an additional 3 minutes for

total).

size)

allow authors to engage

in

more

detailed and

personal communication with attendees.
•

Abstracts must be less than 250 words and submitted by

1

8 |une

1

999

electronically via the Conference website (see below).

Registration

is

registration deadline
registration

conference website: www.brrc.edu/gbbrc.com Early
16 July 1999, $40 for students, $60 for non-students (late

via the
is

$55 and $75,

respectively).

.

INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS
The Gnat

Ba.siii

Xattiralist

VOUCHER SPECIMENS. Authors

w t-lcomcs prtn iousK

and deposit

di'sigiiate,

histon of western North America.
Preference will be given to concise manuscripts of
up to 12,000 words. Simple species lists are discouraged.
SUBMIT MANUSCRIPTS to F^ichard W. Baumann,

high-quality \oucher specimens and cultures docu-

natural

cal

menting

proper!)

are encouraged to

unpiihlishcd iiuuiiiscripts pertaining to the hiologi-

permanent
and to cite the repositoiy in publication.
REFERENCES IN THE TEXT are cited by author and
their research in an estal)lished

date: e.g., Martin (1989) or (Martin 1989). Multiple
citations should

include phone numl)er(s) of the author submitting

authors.

and FAX number and E-mail
address when applicable; the letter must also provide infonnation describing the extent to which data,
te.xt, or illustrations ha\e been used in other papers
manuscript,

or books that are published, in press, submitted, or

soon to be submitted elsewhere. Authors should
adhere to the following guidelines; manuscripts not
so prepared ma\ be returned lor re\ision.
MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION. In general, the Great

recommendations in
Scientific Style and Format: The CBE Manual for
Authors, Editors, and Publishers, 6th edition
(Cambridge Uni\ersit\' Press, 110 Midland Avenue,
Port Chester, NY 10573, USA; toll-free phone
Basin

Xaturalist

follows

l-SOO-872-7423). We do, however, differ in our
treatment of entries in Literature Cited. Authors
may consult the most recent issue of the Great
Basin \aturahst for formatting guidelines
TYPE

AND DOUBLE SPACE

all

materials, including

and figure legends.
Avoid h\phenated words at the right-hand margins.
Use WordPerfect's italics feature for words to be
literature cited, table headings,

printed in

italics. U.se

standard bond (22x28 cm),

lea\ing 2.5-cm margins on

all

sides.

SUBMIT 3 COPIES of the manuscript (5 copies of
fish manuscripts) and the original on a 3.5-inch diskutilizing WordPerfect 5.1 or above. Number all
pages and assemble each copy separately: title
page, abstract and key words, text, acknowledgments, literature cited, appendices, tables, figure

legends, figures.

PAGE includes an informative title no longer
names and addresses of authors, a
running head of fewer than 40 letters and spaces,
footnotes to indicate change of address and author
to whom correspondence should be addressed if
TITLE

label,

collection,

Editor Great Ba.sin Xaturalist. 290 MLB.M. PO Bo.\
20200, Brighani Young Uni\ersity, Provo, UT
84602-0200. \n acconipan\ing co\er letter must
the

prepare,

in

be separated by commas and

chronological order Use "et

first

listed

name

of
author for citations having more than two

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, under

al." after

a

centered main

heading, include special publication numbers

when

appropriate.

LITERATURE CITED, also under a centered main
lists references alphabetically in the following formats:

heading,

Mack, CD., and L.D. Flake. 1980. Habitat relationships of waterfowl broods on South Dakota
stock ponds. Journal of Wildlife
44:695-700.
Sousa,

W.R

Management

1985. IDisturbance and patch dynamics

on rocky

shores. Pages 101-124 in
and PS. White, editors. The ecology of natural disturbance and patch dynamics.
Academic Press, New Y'ork.
Coulson, R.N., and J.A. Witter. 1984. Forest entomology: ecology and management. John Wiley
and Sons, Inc., New York. 669 pp.
intertidal

S.T.A. Pickett

TABLES are double spaced on separate sheets and

designed
(6.7

to

fit

the width of either a single column

cm) or a page

(14.0 cm).

Use lowercase

letters

to indicate footnotes.

PHOTOCOPIES OF FIGURES are submitted initially
with the manuscript; editors may suggest changes.
Lettering on figures should be large enough to
withstand reduction to one- or two-column width.

22x28 cm.
manuscript would be more appro-

Originals must be no larger than

NOTES.

If the

communication or note, follow the
above instructions but do not include an abstract.
A CHARGE of $50 per page is made for articles
priate as a short

than 15 words,

published; the rate for individual subscribers will

other than the

be $35 per page. However, manuscripts with complex tables and/or numerous photographs may be
assessed an additional charge. Reprints may be purchased at the time of publication (an order form is

first

author

ABSTRACT states the purpose, methods, results,
and conclusions of the research. It is followed by
6-12 key words, listed in order of decreasing
importance, to be used for indexing.
TEXT has centered main headings printed in all
headings are centered
in upper- and lowercase letters; third-level headings begin paragraphs.
capital letters; second-level

sent with the proofs).

FINAL CHECK:
•

Cover

letter explaining

any duplication of

information and pro\ iding phone number(s),

•

FAX number, and E-mail address
3 copies of the manuscript (5 copies of fish
papers) and WordPerfect diskette
Conformit} with instructions

•

Photocopies of illustrations

•
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